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Consequences of Insecurity
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SSRF
URL_MANIPULATION detects 

instances in which a URL or a URI 

is constructed unsafely 

An attacker who has control over 

the URL schema can completely 

change the meaning of the URL 

including:

 Targeting a different endpoint or 

a file

 Performing a directory traversal 

in a path (for example, ../) or 

specify absolute paths

 Executing a phishing attack by 

modifying the URL value to 

point to a malicious website

 On server-side code, the 

application might be vulnerable 

to server-side request forgery
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Cameras

Great for after the event, but not 

preventative

Are the cameras working?

Are they recording good quality video?

How quickly will someone respond if 

alerts are on?

Are there blind spots (including 

darkness)?
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Monitored Security

Burglars do case neighborhoods to 

identify profitable victims and chance of 

success

Is the system on?

How quickly will someone respond?

Is the system even active?
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Dogs

Excellent deterrent if the burglar is 

not overly confident with dogs

When are the dogs not at home?

• Vet

• Vacation

• Habitual walks
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Garage Keypad

Both changing your code often and keeping your 

pad clean will ensure there is no uneven wear 

placed on certain numbers that would hint towards 

your code.

“Once he could determine the four most used or 

clean numbers he could “crack” the code in a few 

minutes or less, leaving no signs of forced entry.”
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Locks

Only work if all doors and windows are 

adequately protected

Only effective if they are locked

Sheltered entrances (e.g. interior garage 

door) will allow more time to gain access
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Safe

Once in the house, what is available for the 

burglar to steal?

$ Cash

$ Jewelry

$ Electronics

$ Art

$ Checks

$ Passports
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Real Life Scenario

Home burglar took checkbooks, bank and bill 

statements, passports and tax documents (every 

important document not stored in the safe)

• Submitted a change of address for one of the 

home’s occupants – sent mail to a PO box 

nearby

• Opened lines of credit at home stores and 

instantly charged thousands of dollars of 

merchandise

• Added a phone line and new phone from a 

booth in a big-box store

• Opened a checking account at an unrelated 

bank and passed checks at casinos
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Protect Yourself!

1) Freeze your credit at Experian, Equifax, TransUnion and Innovis

– Fraud alerts only put a note at the top of the credit report and are not always honored

2) Freeze the opening of checking accounts at ChexSystems

– Credit reporting agencies are not contacted when checking accounts are opened

– This is the checking account agency analogous to credit reporting agencies

3) Contact your local post office and place a note in your account to only allow an in-

person validated change of mail address

– This is may not be honored

– Be wary if members of your household receive mail, while letters addressed only to you are 

not showing up
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Consequences of Insecurity

About 4pm EDT on July 15, 2020 when chaos struck 

online

Dozens of the biggest names in America; including 

Joseph R. Biden Jr., Barack Obama, Kanye West, Bill 

Gates and Elon Musk posted similar messages on Twitter: 

Send Bitcoin and the famous people would send back 

double your money.

It was all a scam, of course, the result of one of the most 

brazen online attacks in memory.

A first wave of attacks hit the Twitter accounts of 

prominent cryptocurrency leaders and companies. But 

soon after, the list of victims broadened to include a Who’s 

Who of Americans in politics, entertainment and tech, in a 

major show of force by the hackers.

130 accounts hacked

$121,000 stolen

$280,000 bitcoin transactions blocked
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SIEM

Security information and event management (SIEM) software 

gives enterprise security professionals both insight into and a 

track record of the activities within their IT environment 

SIEM identifies, categorizes, and analyzes incidents and 

events in order to

1) Provide reports on security-related incidents and events, 

such as successful and failed logins, malware activity and 

other possible malicious activities

2) Send alerts if analysis shows that an activity runs against 

predetermined rulesets and thus indicates a potential security 

issue.
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WAF

A web application firewall (or WAF) filters, monitors, and blocks HTTP traffic to and from 

a web application

A WAF is differentiated from a regular firewall in that a WAF is able to filter the content of 

specific web applications while regular firewalls serve as a safety gate between servers

By inspecting HTTP traffic, it can prevent attacks stemming from web application security 

flaws, such as SQL injection, cross-site scripting (XSS), file inclusion, and security 

misconfigurations
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Policies & Processes
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Mr. O'Connor said other hackers had informed him that 

Kirk got access to the Twitter credentials when he found 

a way into Twitter’s internal Slack messaging channel 

and saw them posted there, along with a service that 

gave him access to the company’s servers. 

Vulnerabilities

WordPress Plugins are widely 

regarded to be one of the 

single greatest security threats 

to WordPress users

Once integrated, the Slack 

Access Token is easily 

accessible in a website’s 

source code, giving an attacker 

access to that user’s Slack 

channel and everything on it

CVE-2019-14365

CVE-2019-14366

CVE-2019-14367
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Social Engineering

Phone spear phishing attack

Attackers obtained access to both our internal 

network as well as specific employee credentials

Attackers accessed our internal systems and 

gained information about our processes

Attackers then targeted additional employees 

with access to our account support tools - Twitter
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Authentication

Internal Twitter admin access does not allow the breaching of accounts

The account itself has to go through a regular password reset flow

Attackers used the portal access to update the account email address, 

revoke any 2FA settings, and reset the password

After the email address was updated an email about 2FA being 

revoked goes to the NEW email address

The subsequent password resent was also sent to the new email

Some accounts had a phone number on file also, which did alert those 

users to the password reset

However, since 2FA was already disabled, additional authentication 

was bypassed
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Protect Yourself!
1) Scan your code regularly to identify 

security issues

Use Coverity to detect unknown issues and 

Black Duck to detect known issues

2) Develop a workflow for remediation

 Automation, assignment, accountability

 Get the plumbing in DevSecOps and then 

use the results to drive resolution of issues

3) Ask for assistance

 Are the tools being used in the most 

optimal way?

 Are there additional designs, methods and 

controls which should be considered?

 Is there agreement from all stakeholders?
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Thank You!

Rich Newman

rnewman@synopsys.com

949.466.5283

Thanks for attending if you would like a 

Grubhub credit for attending please 

email simir@synopsys.com


